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Complex trolley refit

Complex refit of travel parts of
a crane, including the crane's
drive

Refit of cables
suspensions

OPTIM-CRANE
Authorised Dealer POLAND
Surowe 12a
14-400 Pasłęk

Refit of individual components of
the trolley:
- rollers
- redactors
- engines
- breaks
- travel mechanisms
- rope
- hoist
- other .. . .

Complex refit of the old control system for
a modern control system based on
frequency converters

Refit of individual components of
the travelling part of a crane:
- rolling elements
- crane travel drive
- other....

Refit of the existing crane control cabin
with the use of a radio remote control or a
control console from level '0'

Refit of the old control cabin for a new
one, including for a crane control
console (remote)

Technical parameters of the EXISTING CRANE
Year of production of the crane_________________
Manufacturer___________________________
Load capacity, t _____________
Crane span, m_________________
Lifting height, m: _____________
Duty group (ISO 4301/1-86): ___________
Crane operational movement speed, m/min.:
main lifting____________
auxiliary lifting ________
trolley travel_______
crane travel ___________
Crane control
□ radio remote control
□ suspended console
□ closed cabin
□ open cabin
Crane power supply:
□ open trolley wire
□ closed trolley wire
□ flexible cable
Operational temperatures range, deg. С:
lowest temperature - __
highest temperature + __.
Crane rails: КР-______(after KP – give the rail head width in mm)
load per wheel, kN:
crane weight, t
trolley weight, t
crane rail length, m

Hall category according to the Fire Prevention Norms NPB 105-95:
□ А (flammable gasses, flammable liquids, fire and explosion hazard areas):
□ Б (fathomable dust and fabrics, fire and explosion hazard environment):
□ В1-В4 (flammable liquids, flammable solid materials and substances, creating fire
hazards):
□ Г (hot, incandescent or melted non-flammable materials and substances):
□ Д (cold non-flammable materials and substance):
Protection level of electrical devices according to GOST 17494:
□ IP44;
□ IP54.
Installed power, kW:__________
Availability of drawings of elements the need to be refitted □ yes / no □

Please clearly describe needed modernisation:
-

